
T-Shirt Cape
1. Cut t-shirt open. Lay out the 
t-shirt so it's flat. » Cut off the sleeves 
using scissors. » Starting from the bottom 
of the sleeve hole you just made, cut along 
the side of the shirt all the way to the bot-
tom. » Cut along the other side of shirt 
using the same method.

2. Create cape shape. Open up 
the shirt so that the side with the tag is 
closest to you. » Use a marker to draw out 
a cape shape that includes the whole shirt 
neck. » Cut out the shape you just drew.

3. Make neck clasp. Cut open 
the neck hole. » Hot glue velcro on each of 
the neck flaps. 

4. Cut sleeve open. Like with 
the side of the shirt, cut open the sleeve. 
» Lay the sleeve out flat. » Draw a 5"x8" 
rectangle on the sleeve using a ruler. » 
Cut out the rectangle. » Fold the cloth in 
half so you have a rectangular strip that 
is 2.5"x8".
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Supplies
1 adult large or XL 
t-shirt

velcro

piece of felt 
(2.5"x8")

scissors

hot glue gun

ruler

fabric paint        
(optional)

small paint brush



Project Title, continued

5. Make cuff. Cut a piece of felt 
that is 2"x7.5". » Center the strip of felt 
onto your folded strip. » Hot glue the felt 
onto the folded strip. » Open up the folded 
strip. » Fold the strip so that the felt is 
covered up. » Glue between the edges of 
your folded strip. » Add velcro to opposite 
ends of the strip so that it closes to make 
a cuff.

6. Decorate! Use fabric paint and a 
paint brush to design a superhero logo for 
your cape. » You can also use a stencil or 
add sequins or even a fringe.
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